
The "I Live to" series by Sagicor life, celebrates the spirit of determination

as seen from the eyes of our clients that highlight the importance of

insurance for your everyday Jamaican. In short bites, it tells their stories

of how their lives could have turned out differently if not for the support

they had in the form of their policies and health cards.

 

 

I Live to Thrive - Mesha
Gaye-Ruddock

At 28 years old, the last thing on

Mesha-Gaye Ruddock’s mind was

cancer. Faced with emotional

challenges and skyrocketing medical

expenses from her diagnosis, she

found comfort and reassurance

knowing she had a plan in place for

the unexpected!

Watch Now

I Live to Give-Rohan
Silvera

In 2018 Rohan was diagnosed with

colon cancer; he wasn't worried

about having cancer but about what

would happen to his family if he

were to pass. Rohan spoke to his

financial advisor and got

US$120,000 to assist with travelling

overseas to receive treatment.

Today, because of his critical illness

plan, he is alive and well to spend

time with his family.

Watch Now

I Live To Fulfill A Dream-
Anna-Kay Gray

When critical illness strikes, it does

not only affect your physical health

but greatly impacts your finances.

When Anna-Kay's dad passed from

a heart attack was struck with a

heart attack, her concern was not

just about his funeral expenses. She

was also worried about the

continuation of his business. Thanks

to her dad's Sagicor Life insurance

coverage, there was no need to

worry!

Watch Now

https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Thrive---Mesha-Gaye-Ruddock/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Give-Rohan-Silvera/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-fulfill-a-dream-Anna-Kay-Gray/Watch-Now


I Live To See My Family
Flourish- Lorraine Richards

When critical illness strikes, it does

not only affect your physical health

but greatly impacts your finances.

When Lorraine Richards was struck

with a heart attack, her concern was

not just about recovering her health.

She was also worried about the

medical expenses. Thanks to her

Sagicor Life insurance coverage,

there was no need to worry! She

was covered.

Watch Now

I Live to Pass on My
Values- Alicia Solomon

At just 33 years old, Alicia Solomon

never imagined she would have

experienced a stroke. But that’s life,

always throwing you a curve ball.

Alicia anxiously thought about her

future. Would she recover fully?

How would she pay for treatment?

And, most importantly, would she

be able to be there for her family,

especially her two young children?

Thankfully, she had insurance

protection with Sagicor Life and

there was a happy ending to her

story.

Watch Now

I Live to Enjoy Life-
Shamara Morrison

Jamaica has one of the highest

incidence rates of breast cancer in

the Caribbean. Like other critical

illnesses, it could strike at any time.

With the high cost of treatment, you

could be faced with mounting

medical bills on top of your illness.

Be prepared for life’s eventualities

with a critical illness coverage from

Sagicor Life.

Watch Now

I Live For My Family -
Andrew Wright

You might not know what lies ahead

but having the right health insurance

can help you get the care you need.

Thanks to Sagicor Life Supplemental

Health Insurance Andrew Wright

was able to get the care he needed

so that he can be there for his family

and never miss another special

moment.

Watch Now

I Live to Love - Kristen
Golding

Medical expenses can take you by

surprise. But it’s a lot easier when

you have health insurance coverage.

When you add Supplemental Health

to your Sagicor Life Group Health

Insurance plan, you get even more

protection. The health of your family

is priceless. Make sure you have all

the coverage you need.

Watch Now

I Live to Laugh - Robert
Finzi Smith

Coping with a critical illness can be a

serious challenge especially if it

comes with medical expenses you

cannot afford. Sagicor Life Critical

Illness plans pay out benefits in the

event you are diagnosed with a

major illness. So you can afford to

focus on getting better and back to

the things you love.

Watch Now

https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-see-my-Family-Flourish---Lorraine-Richards/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Pass-On-My-Values--Alicia-Solomon/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Enjoy-Life--Shamara-Morrison/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-for-my-Family--Andrew-Wright/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Love-Kristen-Golding/Watch-Now
https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/Robert-Finzi-Smith---I-Live-to-Laugh/Watch-Now


I Live to Create - Shantel
Smith

Coping with a critical illness can be a

serious challenge especially if it

comes with medical expenses you

cannot afford. Sagicor Life Critical

Illness plans pay out benefits in the

event you are diagnosed with a

major illness. So you can afford to

focus on getting better and back to

the things you love.

Watch Now

https://www.sagicor.com/en-JM/Personal-Solution/Insurance/I-Live-To/I-Live-to-Create---Shantel-Smith/Watch-Now

